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Demand is also being created for sophis-
ticated new products that bear little resem-
blance to traditional journals. Scientists still
strive to publish in brand name journals with
the highest impact. But, as consumers, they
tend to consult regularly only a handful of
electronic journals — the ‘musts’ for their
field — and some of the leading journals
such as Nature and Science. 

For the rest, individual titles seem less
important than the scope for searching and
browsing. Using facilities such as citation
tracking, researchers are in effect increasing-
ly compiling personal journals for the topics
or authors of interest.

This market pressure for ‘one-stop shop-
ping’ at a handful of sites is leading to a prolif-
eration of intermediaries, or ‘aggregators’,
which sell packages of journals and other
information, and whose ambition is to
become the first port of call. The competitive
edge of these companies — most of which are
American or British — is coming to depend
on their ability to muster a critical mass of
attractive information accessible through a
single powerful and user-friendly interface.

The New York-based company Ovid
Technologies, for example, has established
itself as a leading provider of electronic
material in the biomedical sciences, largely
on the basis of sophisticated search software.
It provides access to more than 300 journals,
and is increasing its portfolio by 30 a month.
Ovid was purchased last year by Wolters
Kluwer for $200 million.

Competition at the broadest level is
focused on becoming the main gateway to
the primary literature. The likely winners are
the large abstracting and indexing services,
such as the not-for-profit On-line Computer
Library Center (OCLC), based in Dublin,
Ohio, whose 20 million bibliographic
records give it a huge competitive advantage.
The Philadelphia-based Institute of Scientif-
ic Information’s (ISI) database covers 8,000
primary journals, while databases such as
Medline and Embase hold millions of cita-
tions for particular disciplines. 

Until recently, the interest in such ser-
vices was limited. Scientists could go from a
citation to an abstract, but that was about it.
But a flurry of deals with publishers over the
past year is turning into reality the promise of
being able to move rapidly and seamlessly
from a citation to full text.

OCLC’s First Search is used by almost all
US research libraries, for example, while ISI’s
deals with publishers give users access to the
full text of more than 100 journals from its
web platform, the Web of Science. 

In return, collaborating publishers such
as HighWire Press can link citations in their
journals to ‘Related Records’, an ISI feature
that finds articles that have a cited reference
in common with the original source article.
Similarly, Britain’s Institute of Physics and
other publishers are making reciprocal deals
to give each other links to their journals.

Web-based communities
But central databases are just one of the many
competing and complementary models
emerging on the web. An equally pronounced
trend away from centralization is also occur-
ring, with a boom in sites tailored to individ-
ual communities, such as Biomednet in biolo-
gy, TipTop in physics and ChemWeb in chem-

istry. Biomednet now has 300,000 registered
users, including 3,000 libraries.

Many of these sites include abstracting
and indexing services. The Institute of
Physics offers the INSPEC physics database,
for example, and Biomednet offers an
enhanced version of Medline. But their
unique selling point is their ‘club’ atmos-
phere, providing news, features, directories
of laboratories and equipment suppliers,
and discussion groups — not journals, but
fully-fledged electronic magazines.

Taking this concept a step further, many
publishers are making ‘knowledge environ-
ments’ their top priority — the bringing of a
critical mass of resources, services and tech-
nology to bear on individual topics. High-
Wire and the American Association for the
Advancement of Science expect to release a
series of ‘knowledge environments’ this year.
“We think there are good reasons to create
deep but narrowly construed digital
libraries,” says HighWire’s Michael Keller.

This is a profound shift away from the
traditional journal system. Users and librari-
ans increasingly view titles as merely part of
hyperlinked ‘content databases’ made up of
constellations of journals. “We are trying to
get away from single journals and think
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Paper, for all its drawbacks, has one big
advantage over electronic media — it can
last for thousands of years. The main
obstacle to abandoning print journals is the
worry that millions of ‘digital objects’ might
be unreadable in just a few years because of
hardware and software obsolescence.

The problems are mind-boggling.
Compact discs only a few years old are often
unreadable by new computer systems, and
software codes are changing rapidly. The
hyperlinked digital content of web material
poses even greater problems. How can
working links be maintained between text,
graphics, audio and video — and who
should be responsible?

Technological fixes are possible.
Computers could cheaply and quickly
migrate one form of software to another
across entire systems. Upgrading material to
run on the latest equipment is also mostly a
matter of management.

But Yola de Lusenet, executive secretary
of the European Commission on
Preservation and Access, warns against “an
unbounded belief in technological
solutions”. He advocates greater attention to
developing industry standards, to avoid
“zillions of different formats”. The
‘millennium bug’ problem has not inspired
users’ confidence in the foresight of the
computer industry.

A belt and braces approach is being taken
by JSTOR — for ‘Journal Storage’— a non-

profit US body set up in 1995 to archive
scientific journals electronically. It scans
back issues and generates both printable
bitmap images of pages faithful to the
original but not searchable, and text files
produced using optical character
recognition software, which allow searching
but may contain errors. It prefers these
neutral formats because they should be
easier to convert to future formats.

“No single ‘best’ solution to the archiving
problem will emerge,” predicts Deanne
Marcum, president of the US Council on
Library and Information Resources, a body

Preserving papers for posterity 

Screen saver: JSTOR is archiving back issues of
print journals electronically.
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more in terms of developing knowledge
environments that integrate a number of rel-
evant sources,” says Mike Stout of Oxford
University Press.

Who needs journals? 
This view of the literature as one vast inter-
woven content database is in turn leading
many to question the utility of the traditional
compartmentalization of this information
with thousands of journal titles. 

The ‘serials crisis’ has provoked wide-
spread dissatisfaction with the cost of the
journal system. Some economists argue that
many obscure high-priced, low-circulation
journals should exist only electronically if at
all, on the grounds that the costs of produc-
tion in print are prohibitive. 

In a typical library, half the journals are
consulted no more than 50 times annually,
and only 15 per cent more than 250 times,
according to Carol Tenopir, an information
scientist at the University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, and Donald King, a consultant
based in Ann Arbor, Michigan (see graph
opposite).

But the cost of quality typesetting
accounts for $500 of the estimated average
$2,000 cost of producing a 20-page article,

according to Berkeley economist Hal Varian.
This works out at $5 per person if 100 people
read the article, and $50 if only ten read it.

The conclusion he draws is that, for many
journals, these costs are simply not worth it
and production standards should be
dropped, with typesetting done by the
authors. High-quality typesetting would be
reserved for higher-circulation journals.

The Los Alamos e-print archives, to
which authors submit formatted articles, is a
working example of Varian’s proposal.
Andrew Odlyzko, an expert on the econom-
ics of electronic publishing, estimates that
each e-print costs between $5 and $75 to pro-
duce, even taking into account the subsidy of
$1 million over three years that the archives
receive for software development from the
US National Science Foundation.

Odlyzko predicts that, while high-circu-
lation journals will exist in print and elec-
tronic versions for the foreseeable future, the
low-circulation, high-cost journals that
make up the bulk of the scholarly publishing
market will in future exist only electronically.

These arguments are endorsed by
Michael Keller at HighWire Press. “I think
that the solution to the ‘journals crisis’ (see
page 195) lies in creating a situation where

the journals of very low circulation are
entirely supplanted by electronic editions,
and where the journals have got be produced
by and for the practitioners themselves.”

Information overload
At a wider level, there seems to be growing
acknowledgement that the main role of jour-
nals in future will be to provide research
papers with a guarantee of quality and added
editorial value — in terms of making the sci-
ence more readable, and placing it within a
wider perspective for example — while their
traditional role as a distribution outlet will
become less important. 

The Los Alamos
physics archives creat-
ed by Paul Ginsparg in
1991 now receive some
25,000 new electronic
papers annually and
have become the pri-
mary means of com-
munication for physi-
cists, tens of thou-
sands of whom con-
nect daily. This reality
has been acknowl-
edged by traditional
journals, and the
American Physical
Society and several
other publishers
which now link their
journals to the
archives. 

“We provide an
imprimatur and a col-

lection of articles certified as worthy of atten-
tion,” says Martin Blume, editor in chief of the
American Physical Society. “The individual
article is not the valuable element, it is [added
value put into creating] the collection.”

Ironically, electronic publishing is
fuelling demand for islands of filtered infor-
mation in the ocean of information now
available. Information overload is frequently
cited by scientists as the biggest problem they
face in using the web. 

The Los Alamos archives have acknowl-
edged this and have arranged with journals
such as the Journal of Artificial Intelligence
Researchand the Journal of Applied and Theo-
retical Mathematics to provide peer-
reviewed overlays to the unfiltered archives.

Moves are afoot to create a similar e-print
archive for the biomedical sciences (see
Nature 397, 91; 1999). The idea is being
championed by Patrick Brown, a researcher
at Stanford University School of Medicine,
and David Lipman, director of the US
National Center for Biotechnology Informa-
tion, which runs PubMed and GenBank.

It is too soon to predict the prospects for
Brown’s initiative. But the previously antag-
onistic attitude of many publishers to the
electronic prior publication of articles has
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that includes the US Commission on
Preservation and Access. “Only practical
experience will help us make some of the
hard decisions that lie ahead.”

One of the biggest questions is who
should be responsible. Libraries have
traditionally archived journals, but
specialized agencies have dominated
archiving of video and audio products.
Centralized national depositories may
similarly be more appropriate for digital
material, says Don Waters, director of the US
Digital Library Federation.

But Waters believes that many of the
issues are best dealt with locally by the
“interested communities”. Kevin Guthrie,
president of JSTOR, agrees: “Individual
organizations committed to archiving their
material are best placed to solving their local
[logistical and technical] problems.”

The American Physical Society has made
archiving a priority, and has digitized issues
of its Physical Review back to 1985 at a cost
of $750,000. “I scanned in volume 1 from
1893 this morning, so now all we need to do
is fill in the gap,” quips editor in chief Martin
Blume. Copies are kept at several libraries to
guard against mishaps.

A major concern is whether commercial
publishers, which increasingly archive their
material, will maintain a long-term
commitment. Librarians are worried that
publishers will abandon costly and little
used archives. Given this risk, and the

uncertainty created by possible bankruptcies
or buyouts, librarians are keen that
archiving should be a public service.

“Publishers may find it commercially
sensible to off-load this eventually to a
national archive where access could be
managed according to either the terms of a
licence from the publisher or under
statutory requirements for legal deposit,”
says Graham Cornish, from the British
Library. Ultimately “legislation will be
needed to regulate archiving,” he adds.

Questions of who is responsible for
archiving are likely to be easier to resolve in
Europe than in the United States, points out
Marcum. Europe has national agencies for
archiving information, whereas the closest
US equivalent, the Library of Congress, has
no national mandate for such activity.

For its part, JSTOR expects to hold
complete runs of more than 100 titles in 10
to 15 disciplines by the end of this year. But
Ann Okerson, associate librarian at Yale
University, argues that JSTOR is unlikely to
be a panacea because it is archiving only the
leading journals. “These would be the last to
disappear,” she points out.

Guthrie accepts this criticism, but says
that as a non-profit organization it had to
start with journals that were likely to allow it
to recover its costs through fees charged to
libraries for access. “It would be great to
archive more obscure titles but hard to find
people willing to pay,” says Guthrie.

Blume: ‘publishers
add value to papers’.

Ginsparg: pioneer of
physics e-prints.


